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Level 7 Man of the Word
James 1:22-25

What is our “Default Mode Worldview?” Where does it come from?

Psalm 1

There is no Transformation without Obedience and Application

James 1:22

Matthew 22:29

Ezekiel 33:31-32
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A Ministry of

Level 7 Man of the Word

Teaching truth to another man is the essential element of being a Disciple-maker

Matthew 28:20

Colossians 1:28

Develop discipleship relationships

Malachi 2:6-7

Deuteronomy 32:46-47
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Discussion Questions
What do think of this statement? “There is no transformation without application and obedience.”
Share your thoughts with the group.

Lonnie shared several verses during the message. Which verse or verses stood out to you and why?

We all start out at Level 1 and as we grow in becoming Men of the Word we go to higher levels. How
has your attitude toward the Scripture changed as you have grown in your walk with God?

What are your thoughts about “Developing Discipleship Relationship?

What questions do you like to ask to discover where a man is on his journey with Christ?

Ask yourself “What level Man of the Word am I?” I am a Level _________ Man of the Word. What
changes do you feel you need to make to become a Level 7 Man of the Word?
•
•

Write a goal. Use this formula: “I will [behavior] at [time] in [location]. [Name] will be my Ally.”
Example: “I will review five verses every day during my quiet time. I will memorize one new
verse every week. I will start with the EMAW Leader Verse Pack. Bob will be my ally.”

•

I will __________________________________________________________________________
at __________________ in __________________. ________________________ will be my Ally.
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Additional Notes
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